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JARCHOW AND GOYKE DISPLAY BIPARTISANSHIP IN LEGISLATIVE EXCHANGE
Milwaukee… Today, Rep. Adam Jarchow (R-Balsam Lake) and Rep. Evan Goyke (D-Milwaukee) held their
first bipartisan legislative exchange in Milwaukee. Rep. Jarchow, a Northwestern Wisconsin Republican
and Rep. Goyke, a Milwaukee Democrat have reached across the aisle in an attempt to better
understand the issues each other’s part of the state face.
While in Milwaukee, Reps. Jarchow and Goyke met with The Near West Side Partners at Harley
Davidson, ate lunch at a local establishment, and toured the 30th Street Industrial Corridor. Jarchow
finished his day in Southeastern Wisconsin by joining Rep. David Bowen and Rep. Jonathan Brostoff on
their weekly radio show.
Jarchow commented on his day in Milwaukee, “Thank you to Evan Goyke for welcoming me to his
district and allowing me to better understand his part of the state. I think it is imperative for legislators
from across the state to experience firsthand what our colleagues’ constituents deal with on a daily
basis and what they expect out of their elected officials.”
“My day in Milwaukee was enlightening and I am very thankful for this experience. I am looking forward
to having Rep. Goyke come to the North woods in the near future.”
Rep. Goyke commented, “Our communities are very different. It's difficult for Legislators to find
common ground if we don't acknowledge that truth and go out and see and learn about one another's
districts. I am excited to welcome Representative Jarchow to Milwaukee and open the doors of my
home and district to facilitate stronger bi-partisan communication and collaboration."
“Our districts are 300 miles apart - and Rep. Jarchow and I may be even farther apart politically - but as
different as our communities and politics are, we acknowledge that what happens in the 18th Assembly
district matters to the 28th Assembly District and vice versa. Our state is only strong when every corner,
every community is thriving.”
“I look forward to my trip to northwest Wisconsin later this year and continuing our efforts to work past
partisan barriers in the Legislature.”
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